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What I’ll be talking about

▸ Preparing and executing your search strategy
▸ Citing what you find
▸ Stepping up to a full literature review for a
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Doing research 
is iterative
just like the engineering 
design process
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The best type of 
source depends 
on the question 
type



Broad vs narrow questions 

▸ Broad (background): “where can I find out 
more about actively-powered prosthetics?”

▸ Where to go? 
▹ Textbook or E-Handbooks using the 

Library catalogue
▹ Reliable websites (i.e. from 

universities and governments)
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Broad vs narrow questions 

▸ Narrow (detailed): “What is the effect on 
user gait kinematics of an actively-powered 
knee-ankle prosthetic, compared to a 
traditional passive prosthetic?”

▸ Where to go? 
▹ Article database such as Scopus or 

Web of Science, or Google Scholar
▹ Can restrict to review articles
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Preparing and 
executing your 
search strategy
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Preparing your search strategy

Steps in preparing a search:

1. Identify key concepts

2. Find synonyms, variations, alternate spellings

3. Use search operators like AND, OR
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Preparing your search strategy

Choosing keywords (worksheet is available 
here)

Question: “What is the effect on user gait 
kinematics of an actively-powered knee-ankle 
prosthetic, compared to a traditional passive 
prosthetic?”
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https://uottawa.libguides.com/c.php?g=265090&p=2858042


Preparing your search strategy

Using Boolean (search) operators

11active OR poweredKnee-ankle AND prosthetic

Knee-ankle activeprosthetic powered



Key search operators
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AND, OR, NOT

Asterisk * (wildcard) electric* finds electric,
electrical, electricity, etc

Quotes “” “anaerobic digestion”
finds exact phrase

(parentheses) Specifies the order of 
operations for search 
engine



Build your search

("knee ankle" OR transfemoral OR "above-knee")
AND

prosthe* 
AND

(active OR powered OR "actively-powered" OR
adaptive OR biomechatronic OR bionic) 

AND
("gait kinematics" OR "range of motion")
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Quick quiz
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https://b.socrative.com/login/student/

Enter room name ‘Evan8822’

https://b.socrative.com/login/student/


Database demo

▸ Scopus – general purpose

▸ Web of Science

Get there via biblio.uottawa.ca
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https://biblio.uottawa.ca/


The web of 
citations

16Image credit: Swoger, B. (2010). Diagram of the citation chain. Retrieved from 

https://undergraduatesciencelibrarian.org/2010/10/29/diagram-of-the-citation-chain/



The web of citations
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Some key information sources

▸ Scopus or Web of Science first – include only 
peer-reviewed articles and conference 
papers

▸ Library catalogue –includes lots of ebooks

▸ Google and Google Scholar will have some 
‘grey literature’ (e.g. technical reports) that 
won’t be found in Scopus or WoS

▸ For specific recommendations, go to 
research guide
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Evaluating web information

▸ Google is a valuable tool for this project and 
others but you need to evaluate web pages 
with a critical eye – are you sure this 
information is reliable? 

▸ See the ‘CRAAP test’ for five criteria for 
evaluating web pages  
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https://uottawa.libguides.com/c.php?g=692245&p=4954631


Citing what you find

▸ Reminder: You need to cite everything 
that contributes to your report– not just 
facts and direct quotes but any idea 
that is non-obvious

▸ Citing gives credit where it is due, and 
is required to avoid plagiarism

▸ How do you cite a source? See ‘How to 
Cite’ section of the civil engineering 
research guide to start.  
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https://uottawa.libguides.com/c.php?g=265042&p=1770995


Citation example

In text of a paper: 

“Tayo, Caparanga, Doma and Liao (2018) 
reviewed six current oxidation treatment 
methods and found that…. “

In the bibliography at the end of the paper
Tayo, L. L., Caparanga, A. R., Doma, B. T., & Liao, C. H. 
(2018). A Review on the removal of pharmaceutical and 
personal care products (PPCPs) using advanced 
oxidation processes. Journal of Advanced Oxidation 
Technologies, 21(1), 196-214. 21



Citation managers

▸ If you don’t like creating long 
bibliographies, you can use a citation 
manager like Zotero or Mendeley to 
organize your sources and 
automatically fill in some info. 
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Zotero / 
Mendeley
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WritingSearching Organizing 
papers 

Using citation manager plugins 



Extra 
suggestions 
for research-
based 
students
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▸ Searching Citation analysis 
▹ Forward and backward 

▸ Keep a log documenting every part of 
your process
▹ Search terms used
▹ Papers found
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Extra suggestions for research-based 
students
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Topic Testing

methods

Data

analysed

Gaps/ 

Limitations

Paper A

Paper B

Paper C

General article tracking chart

Extra suggestions for research-based 
students
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Detailed synthesis matrix

Paper A Paper B Paper C

Main Theme/Idea 

1:

Preferred 

materials

Note/information 

and page number

cadmium telluride 

(page 312)

copper-indium 

selenide (page 

1209)

polycrystalline 

silicon (page 54)

Main Theme/Idea 

2: Efficiency of 

solar cell

Leave blank if a 

paper does not 

discuss a main 

idea

12% under STP 

(page 65)
15% (page 1215)

22% at 45 degrees 

Celsius (page 56)

Main Theme/Idea 

3:

Use of thin-film 

solar cells

Also make a note if 

an author does not 

agree with the 

main idea

depending on 

application, can be 

preferred (page 

320)

cannot be used 

above 50 degrees 

Celsius (page 

1213)

not preferred - cost 

to efficiency of 

silicon is higher 

(page 59)

Credit: University of Western Ontario Library (n.d.). “Writing your literature review”. 
https://guides.lib.uwo.ca/mme9642/litreview

Extra suggestions for research-based 
students



Monitoring developments 

▸ Create a search alert in either Scopus, 
Web of Science or Google Scholar to 
monitor developments on your thesis 
topic

▸ First make sure your search gives you a 
manageable number of highly relevant 
results
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Get a unique scholarly identifier

▸ Sign up for unique scholarly identifiers

▸ Helps people find you and your 
academic activity (for job applications, 
papers, etc)
▹ Google Scholar 
▹ ORCiD identifier
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https://orcid.org/register


Accessing databases off campus

▸ Important reminder - need to 
use the uO proxy server by using 
links on library website 
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Accessing databases off campus



Contact me for more help

▸ Evan.Sterling@uottawa.ca

▸ https://uottawa.libguides.com/Mechani
calEngineering-en

▸ 613-562-5800 x. 3881

▸ Morisset 1st floor (call ahead to make 
sure I’m there)
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mailto:Evan.Sterling@uottawa.ca
https://uottawa.libguides.com/MechanicalEngineering-en


More help 

Other research guides available here:
http://bit.ly/uOresearchguides
▸ Patents
▸ Citation Managers
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http://bit.ly/uOresearchguides


Writing help 

For help with writing your essay (style, 
grammar, structure, references) see the uO
Academic Help Writing Centre 
▸ Their website has resources
▸ Can also book appointments
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http://www.slidescarnival.com/
http://deathtothestockphoto.com/
http://deathtothestockphoto.com/wp-content/uploads/DeathtotheStockPhoto-License.pdf

